
Dinosaurs of the past or innovators of the future?

Designing digital strategies to engage domestic customersElectrification was one of the greatest, and often most overlooked achievements of the 20th Century. It requiredambitions of national scale, and it was up to nation states of Europe to set up vertically integrated state-ownedutilities to provide the generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity. The provision ofelectrical energy played a key role in promoting economic prosperity, social cohesion, the liberation of womenand defining the health and quality of life for the Europeans of today. Electricity gave its benefactors the abilityto work, provided the lighting, heating, refrigeration and cleaning appliances with the energy they need in thehome, and energised the agricultural, industrial, manufacturing and commercial processes that are thebackbone of the modern economy.The fundamental challenge of the 21st Century is how we can maintain the same standard of living in asustainable way, and it is a challenge that is increasingly imperative in the face of the potential consequences ofclimate change. Depleting fossil fuels will eventually require a complete transformation of the transport andheating sectors, the electrification of which could easily treble current electricity demand. Furthermore, thevertically integrated state-owned utilities of the 20th Century have generally been dismantled into a whole hostof different entities to form the competitive electricity markets of the 21st Century. As a requirement ofincreased competition and the dismantling of state-owned electricity monopolies, European states mustachieve these difficult tasks by providing economic incentives for the market to make this energy transition,without direct state intervention or control.The players with the biggest role and responsibility in this transition are the citizens that make up theelectricity consumers of Europe. Transitioning towards a sustainable grid requires that we source our energyfrom renewable sources such as wind and solar, whose output is extremely variable. To mirror the increasedvariable output of renewable generation the customer will have to become more flexible in their consumptionpatterns. We are moving away from the paradigm that electricity demand is an inflexible quantity that must beserved at all times, towards a system where the flexibility is required by both generation and demand tomanage renewable sources of energy.The staggering speed at which technology has changed since the creation of the first transistor, the number persquare inch doubling every two years since 1965, has led to most European consumers having a piece oftechnology sitting in their pockets that has more computing power than that which helped put the first men onthe moon. It is safe to say that, as a society, we have barely begun to realise the potential of the technology wehave today. This technology, coupled with the communications breakthrough of the internet, will lead to theInternet of Things, a network of sensors providing connectivity, data transfer and control to enable moreintelligent use of the engineering world around us.Designing digital strategies to maximise the potential of the technology of today is key to engaging thecustomers of tomorrow. At current, we have the technology to generate power from renewable generation, totransition towards the electrification of heat and transport and to achieve the new build and retrofit that willdeliver passive and more energy efficient buildings. What is lacking is the digital infrastructure to enable thedata transfer, monitoring, control and interaction between the myriad of different technologies that will makeup the sustainable energy systems of the future. The integration of these technologies will be achieved throughlinking the physical and digital worlds to provide better communication and control.If we are to achieve the transition towards a sustainable energy system we need to ensure that we not onlymaintain, but improve the standard of living of the citizens of Europe. Analogous to the economic growth andproductivity that accompanied electrification in the 20th Century, the transition to a sustainable integratedenergy system also holds the potential to revolutionise and reimagine the economic and social model ofEurope. Ultimately this transition should, can and needs be in the interest of the economy, society and theenvironment, and fundamentally the citizens and customers of Europe.-Killian McKenna, BEng (Hons) Electrical Engineering, PhD Student at the Electricity Research Centre


